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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this literature review is to study the reduction of base shear and behavior of masonry in seismic loading and the evolution of interlocking brick methodologies and their different shapes. And also study Arrangement of infill walls with RCC frame in plan and elevation and base shear analysis using SAP2000 software. The study includes use of polymer material as make of polymer brick and study of availability of recyclable polymer material.
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INTRODUCTION TO INTERLOCKING BRICKS-

The interlocking brick technology is used from ancient era. However the first patent comes out in 1902 by H.Chaoquet and A.despature on US patent journal. The simple key arrangement used. Subsequently the different shapes and different methodologies lead to the interlocking bricks at every different level with their own advantages up to the 2010 patent of Everett of interlocking brick. So. The total 14 patents are reviewed and understand the basic concept of interlocking behind each patent.

1922 BEAN’s interlocking brick
1922 MARTIN’s interlocking brick
Similarly patent based on interlocking in this field US. Patent. Nos. 5379565 (Fabien Vienne), 2185497 (Cilento), 4314431 (Rabassa), 2145404 (Mueller), 1984393 (P. Brown) are available. But for ideal and perfect interlocking brick, a number of requirements for systems of this type are as follows:

(a) The brick is simple to manufacture. And the material is easily available.
(b) The brick is not prone to damage by rough handling transporting and storing in extreme weather conditions.
(c) The brick can be assembled simply by placing one on top of another. No any keys or connecting parts.
(d) The system is flexible in that walls at different places transfer quickly without loss of any bricks.
(e) The brick gives total elimination of pouring any binding material.
(f) The brick gives smooth and plaster less finishing of wall.
(g) Openings or spaces in the wall construction can be formed at any derived position without affecting the interlocking principle.
(h) The construction is safe the wall unit weight is lighter sufficient that not damage any human life in seismic failure of structure.

The prior patents above do not entirely satisfy the above requirements and have generally been found unsatisfactory and have obtained little success in the field. So it is needs to rearrange and redesign the technology that meet above requirement as maximum advantages.

**IMPLICATION OF SAP2000 FOR SEISMIC ANALYSIS OF INFILL WALLS MASONRY RCC FRAME**

SAP2000 software for seismic analysis of RCC frame is considerably convenient and perfect as per standard code of practice. The study of effect on RCC frame by Marius Mosoarca indicates that the different arrangement on infill wall in elevation change base shear significantly. Similarly the study by V. Diware, and A.C. Saoji suggests different arrangement in plan that also change the base shear of RCC frame. The study by Vikas P. Jadhao, Prakash S. Pajgade also suggests that the lighter unit weight masonry leads to lesser base shear of building.

**POLYMER BRICKS AS BUILDING MATERIAL**

The technical report of Jonathan Taaffe etal published in 2014. Based on experimental study on PET plastic bottles
and evolution of its compressive strength indicated that it is possible to use this bottles as building material. The sound insulation is also significantly higher.
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**THE AVAILABILITY OF THE RECYCLABLE POLYMER**

The availability of the recyclable polymer is in tremendous amount as per the data of waste plastics recycling a good practices guide by and for local & regional authorities Europe.

and this recyclable polymers can be use for bricks. And the availability is enough is given below table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Polymer</th>
<th>Kg/inh/y</th>
<th>per cent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LLDPE</td>
<td>12.4</td>
<td>24.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PP</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>18.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HDPE</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>16.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PVC</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>8.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PS</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PET</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>7.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPS</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other thermoplastics</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>7.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermosets</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>9.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>50.1</strong></td>
<td><strong>100</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**CONCLUSIONS FROM LITERATURE RIVEW**

- The infill wall gives significant impact on seismic performance of building. It affects the base shear which is very important parameters for check seismic performance of building.
- Use of other lesser unit weight masonry gives lesser base shear and economical design.
- The different configuration of infill panel gives different amount of base shear. the different configuration of infill in elevation influences the seismic performance of building.
- The use of plastic bottle as brick is acceptable and innovative idea. The strength is also sufficient or can be improvable as compare to ordinary bricks.
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